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“Put simply, ’In Concert’ is an 
extraordinary achievement … 

It is certainly some of the very best 
scholarly music editing I have yet 
seen in any exam board publication”

PIANODAO.COM

In Concert
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It is always an important moment when a new Forte is 
published, and it enables me to draw breath and look back 
over the last few months. I can say that we have all been very 
busy, but what is new about that? There have been significant 
developments, including the new website going live, new 
publications, especially the In Concert piano diploma book, 
our new set of pop vocals books (along with a restructured 
syllabus), and brand new syllabuses such as the accordion. I 
hope that all readers will appreciate the shift in Forte towards 
even more informative content, especially for teachers and 
students. Thank you to all my staff for their monumental 
efforts, and to all of you for your support for LCM Examinations.

John Howard
Director of LCM Examinations
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New Popular Music Vocals syllabus 
2017–2021

The new Popular Music Vocals syllabus will be 
available from the end of August. The syllabus will 
last for four years, from Winter 2017 until Summer 
2021. There will be a two session overlap as normal, 
with the current syllabus being valid for use until 
Summer 2018.

We are delighted to announce that for the first 
time, we are launching a full series of nine graded 
handbooks to accompany the syllabus, from Steps 
1 and 2 to Grade 8. Any candidates taking exams 
using the new syllabus must bring an original printed 
copy of the relevant handbook to the exam.

The focus of the new syllabus is on creativity 
and development of an individual style. The new 
supporting tests have been devised to develop 
technical skills within real world contexts, ensuring 
that singers build up knowledge of a wide range of 
styles and develop the ability to communicate with 
other musicians from the earliest level. 

Included in the handbook are six songs for each 
grade, from Grade 1 to Grade 8, and four songs 
each for Steps 1 and 2. In the exam, at least one of 
the songs from the handbook must be performed, 
although it does not have to be the version provided 
in the book, and original interpretations are 
encouraged.

The songs featured in the new handbooks reflect 
the huge diversity of genres within popular music. 
We are excited to have been able to include both 
massive chart hits from artists like Taylor Swift 
and Mark Ronson alongside a selection of classic 
songs from the past six decades, encouraging 
an exploration of many different styles and the 
development of an individual personality. 

Included within the books are all of the materials 
needed to prepare for an LCM Popular Music 
Vocals exam; each section being supported by 
a full range of audio downloads from the LCME 
website, including backing tracks and demonstration 
recordings.

For this series of books we have commissioned the 
artist Kevin Umaña to create an original nine-piece 
artwork. Interpreting music through pattern and 
colour is an integral part of Kevin’s practice. In 
this artwork, his playful abstract shapes grow in 
personality, complexity and form, reflecting the 
vocal ability developed by students as they progress 
through the Popular Music Vocals series. 

NEWS AND UPDATES

Parts 2 to 5 of Vocal Wave, by Kevin Umaña
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Piano Anthologies
Favourite pieces from the past three 
decades of LCME piano examinations

Offering students access to an expansive and engaging 
collection of music, the Piano Anthologies add a new  
dimension to the already extensive selection of pieces  
offered in the LCME repertoire lists.

LCME Piano Anthologies are available in four volumes: 
Grades 1 & 2, Grades 3 & 4, Grades 5 & 6, Grades 7 & 8

LCM Examinations
University of West London
St Mary’s Road, Ealing
London W5 5RF

Tel: +44 (0)20 8231 2364
Email: lcm.exams@uwl.ac.uk

Visit the LCM music shop:  
lcmmusicshop.uwl.ac.uk

New Piano syllabus 
2018–2020

We are pleased to announce that the new LCM 
Piano syllabus will be launched in October this year. 
The syllabus will last for three years, from Spring 
2018 until Winter 2020. There will be a two session 
overlap as normal, with the current syllabus (2013) 
being valid for use until Summer 2018.

Accompanying the syllabus will be a series of new 
handbooks, containing all of the materials that you 
will need to prepare for an exam. Candidates taking 
an exam must perform at least one piece from the 
relevant handbook and bring an original printed 
copy of it to the exam. We are excited to announce 
that for the first time the Grade 8 handbook will 
include twelve pieces, with four options for each list 
(A, B and C); offering more choice to our candidates 
than ever before. 

The pieces within LCM’s Piano Anthologies will 
still be valid as alternate repertoire choices for the 
new syllabus. These four volumes contain a wide 
selection of popular List B and C pieces from past 
LCM Piano syllabuses, and keeping this repertoire 
available for exam performance means that we will 
continue to offer the widest selection of pieces of 
any of the exam boards.

We are excited to be working with a variety of 
renowned pianists, teachers, and composers to 
provide performance notes in the new handbooks, 
and look forward to bringing out a range of 
supporting material via our new website with the 
aim of ensuring that the music is accessible as 
possible.
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In Concert
DipLCM Piano book now available to buy

We are excited to announce that In Concert is now available to purchase from LCM’s online music 
shop: lcmmusicshop.uwl.ac.uk and from Music Exchange: music-exchange.co.uk.

This publication, containing a selection of nine pieces from the DipLCM Piano repertoire list, has 
been brought out to accompany the launch of the new Concert version of the Diploma of the 
London College of Music. Entrants for this exam must perform at least one of the pieces from the 
book (listed below) and bring an original printed copy to their exam. From Winter 2017 all DipLCM 
candidates in Piano will be required to perform a piece from this book.

In Concert also features an introduction and accompanying performance notes to each of the 
works by one of the world’s most innovative musicians, Joanna MacGregor — concert pianist, 
curator, collaborator, Head of Piano at the Royal Academy of Music and Professor of the University 
of London. In her words: ‘Behind the notes are Hungarian village bands, aristocratic patrons in 
Vienna, the cool modernity of New York, and nineteenth-century church bells, resonating across the 
deep French countryside’

In Concert: Selected works from the Diploma of the London College of Music Piano Syllabus

Johann Sebastian Bach (1685–1750) 
Prelude and Fugue in D major (No. 5 from The Well-Tempered Clavier, Book 1)

Ludwig van Beethoven (1770–1827)
Sonata in C minor (Grand Sonate pathétique)

Cécile Chaminade (1857–1944) 
Automne (No. 2 from Six Études de Concert)

Béla Bartók (1881–1945) 
Ostinato (No. 146 from Mikrokosmos)

Mel Bonis (1858–1937) 
Carillon mystique

Amy Beach (1867–1944) 
Cradle Song of the Lonely Mother

György Ligeti (1923–2006) 
Arc-en-ciel (No. 5 from Études pour piano, premier livre)

Philip Glass (b. 1937) 
Etude (No. 2 from Etudes for Piano, Book 1)

John Howard (b. 1950) 
Dream Sequences

The cover for In Concert was created by the Italian artist Mattia Lullini in direct response to 
the pieces within the book. In his work Mattia enjoys exploring how visual marks can be made 
subconsciously, in this case under the influence of music.
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ESOL Syllabus

After a recent review of the ESOL syllabus there have been some amendments which will come into 
effect from Winter 2017. These changes have been prompted by the need to reinforce the spoken 
nature of the qualifications in the marketplace and to streamline the syllabus now that it has 
run for three years. These updated qualifications will now be regulated by the relevant regulatory 
bodies and the changes are as follows:

1. The examination will be called Spoken English (Speaking and Presenting in English)
2. The Single and Double Awards have been replaced with Awards – a single qualification in which 

the candidate completes all four components and receives one certificate
3. The preparation section has been extracted from the syllabus and added to the Guidelines for 

Teachers which will be accessible online

No components in the exams themselves have been changed; their aim and nature is the same, so 
teachers do not have to change the way that they prepare their candidates.

Accordion Syllabus
2017–2021

LCM Examinations has a deserved reputation for the breadth of our syllabuses, and for not 
ignoring those instruments which occupy a small but important niche in music education. I am 
delighted to be able to announce the publication of our new Accordion graded syllabus. The 
choice of Johannesburg in South Africa for the launch event was a fitting one, given that the 
two expert compilers of the syllabus are Sergio Zampoli and his wife, Amarillie Ackerman. The 
evening featured lots of performance by Sergio’s students, many of whom assisted in trying out 
the syllabus over a period of months. Amarillie volunteered herself to learn the accordion (she is 
already an acclaimed and accomplished harpist), to ensure the exam content was well designed.

Amongst many highlights of the launch, I must mention two: Amarillie giving a performance 
on the accordion and then showing her ability as a public speaker, and Sergio surprising us all 
with ‘Figaro’ from The Barber of Seville, demonstrating his prodigious accordion technique, and 
introducing, in a coup de théâtre, his baritone-voiced colleague, who appeared from the back of the 
church.

Accordion has a worldwide reach, and I trust the syllabus, will attract interest in Asia, especially 
China, and in Europe: two places where the accordion is highly popular and well developed. I 
cannot thank Amarillie and Sergio enough for their inspiration, expertise and hard work in making 
the Accordion graded syllabus a reality. Diplomas next!
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Featuring:
• interactive workshops
• seminars
• live performances
• marketplace
• product showcases

LCM Exams Music 
Education Fair
“Make your music teaching 
come alive”

1 October 2017
University of West London

LCM Exams Music Education Fair
1 October 2017, University of West London

The LCM Music Education Fair is an event for all teachers of contemporary music; with inspirational 
seminars and workshops for teachers of many instrument and styles. Details of seminars and 
workshops are being added all the time, so keep checking the LCME website for further details.

Here’s a taster of some of the seminars that have been confirmed so far:

When do We Stop Teaching and Start Learning! 
David Henson

David is Head of Subject for Performance, Composition and Performing Arts at the London College 
of Music. With many years of experience as a lecturer, examiner, theatre director, author and 
presenter, this promises to challenge your thoughts about the teaching experience; considering the 
conflict between direct instruction and the value of dialogue within the learning environment.

Making Music Accessible for All: Music and Dyslexia
Karen Marshall

How do dyslexia and other learning difficulties affect music learning? With 1 in 10 people dyslexic 
this is an important question. This workshop outlines some problems and suggests practical 
solutions for difficulties within instrumental teaching, focusing on multi-sensory, systematic and 
re-enforced teaching. Karen is a training associate for the British Dyslexia Association, running their 
annual Music and Dyslexia qualification course and training teachers across the UK on the topic.

The New LCM Popular Music Vocals Syllabus
Emer McParland

This session will be an overview and demonstration of the new LCM Pop Vocals Syllabus, which has 
been fully revised to pop vocalists with the skills and knowledge that they need to be a confident 
and natural performer.

Performance and Workshop
Gordon Giltrap

Teaching Composition: Step by Step
Al Summers

Practical Improvisation: The Nuts and Bolts 
Al Summers and Guy Rogers

Legal Essentials and Setting of Tuition Fees
The Incorporated Society of Musicians

We will be confirming other seminars and workshops soon; including sessions around various 
aspects of LCM and RGT exams. There will also be plenty of opportunities to stock up on LCM and 
RGT handbooks at our bookstall. Also in the exhibitor marketplace there will be stands from Hal 
Leonard, Dexibell Digital Pianos, Schott Music and The Incorporate Society of Musicians.

For full details of the day, and to book tickets, pleas visit lcme.uwl.ac.uk/events
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Featuring:
• interactive workshops
• seminars
• live performances
• marketplace
• product showcases

LCM Exams Music 
Education Fair
“Make your music teaching 
come alive”

1 October 2017
University of West London
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Study in the UK with UWL
For LCM Asia, Middle East and Africa candidates

We are pleased to announce that the University of West London is offering our LCM Examinations 
candidates in Asia, Middle East and Africa with special discounted fees for undergraduate 

courses. This is in line with our desire to create value for our stakeholders, including our 
candidates. Representatives will play an added role in this, offering more opportunities to 

our candidates and teachers with a trusted university and examination board.
 

LUI Events (LCME Office) has been appointed to officially administer all degree 
course applications from candidates and teachers of London College of Music 

Examinations in Asia, Middle East and Africa. For more details and prospectuses, 
please visit: lui.com.sg/uwl

 
University of West London’s Academic Schools

London College of Music
London School of Film, Media and Design

The Claude Littner Business School
London Geller College of Hospitality and Tourism
School of Computer and Engineering
College of Nursing, Midwifery and Healthcare
School of Human and Social Science
School of Law and Criminology
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Stave House Method Introduction Session and Training Course
23 April 2017, Grand Millennium Hotel Kuala Lumpur
 
Stave House has made it to Asia!
We specially invited the founder of Stave House, Ruth Travers, to a Stave House Method 
Introduction Session, where she shared the revolutionary way of teaching music literacy to young 
children with our exam centre representatives and teachers. Ruth engaged the audience and they 
were all excited about Stave House when Ruth demonstrated how teaching could be done in a fun 
way with magnetic teaching aids, specially designed for teachers and young children. The Stave 
House method is suitable for group or individual music lesson in music schools, as well as music 
classes in childcare, kindergartens and schools.

Stave House Teachers’ Training Course
10–13 July 2017, LCME Asia Office, Singapore
 
Stave House conducted its first Teachers’ Training with ten teachers from five countries (India, 
Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore and Vietnam). They had an enlightening time exploring the Stave 
House Method Levels 1–4 with Ruth Travers. Teachers participated in teaching practise sessions, 
interactive group work and role play. Congratulations to our first batch of Stave House certified 
teachers (in Asia) who have received their completion certificate.
 
What do Stave House teachers say after the 4 day course:
• Stave House is the method with great flexibility, and can be easily customized or blended into 

both individual and group teaching. It requires teachers to be creative in teaching.
• A very good materials for young age children which can learn and have fun at the same time.
• The training exceeded my expectations because it was very easy to understand the method. 

Many examples of how to use the method to teach very young children were given, which will 
help us to use the method effectively.

• I know more about the teaching methods for children. This course really inspired me and now I 
want all my teachers to know about this course, so that we all can start to make change.

• I purchased the materials before, but did not realize that teaching and learning Stave House 
could be so much fun and yet make the students understand music in a deeper way

 
Stave House Teachers’ Training is mandatory in order to appreciate the concept and how the 
holistic approach can be applied to students. The training session comes with a Teachers’ Set 
(consist of specially designed magnetic board, two song CDs, teacher’s manual and student 
handbook) and a Completion Certificate. The Stave House consists of four levels, each having an 
assessment that is awarded by London College of Music Exams, University of West London.
 
• Be the first to adopt Stave House teaching method. Sign up for your Stave House Training 

Course at lui.com.sg/stavehouse
• For school group registration of more than 10 teachers, training arrangement made be made in 

your country / institution at a discounted rate. Please contact stavehouse@lui.com.sg for more 
details.

 
LUI Events (LCME Office for Asia, Middle East & Asia) is the Asia office for Stave House.
More information about Stave House is available at lui.com.sg.
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Teaching Diploma Preparation Course, Singapore
Starting in August 2017

Designed for new or existing teachers, the LCM TD preparation course will challenge participants 
to strengthen their teaching skills, musical knowledge, and prepare to sit for a potential diploma 
exam. Developed and taught by programme lead, Dr. John Hooper (LCM Examiner), this course 
offers a structured approach to teaching music through instrumental or vocal instruction. 

Holistic teaching provides the key to a meaningful and long lasting music teaching career. The 
course incorporates in-class lectures, assignments, discussions, applied theory, research, and 
demonstration as well as a few individual projects designed to prepare participants to undertake 
the LCM TD exam. Upon successful completion of the course, participants receive a Completion 
Certificate awarded by London College of Music Examinations. 

LCM’s Teaching Diploma examinations are available three times a year. 
 
Course duration:
Seven days class time in total, in two sessions (4 days in one week, followed by a few weeks for 
reflection and assignment completion, then another 3 concluding days.)
 
Course objectives:
1. Developing essential skills and strategies for studio music teaching
2. Establishing and employing various teaching techniques
3. Incorporating musical ideas and expressive artistry into personal and student performance
4. Integrating aspects of musicianship, including music literacy, ear training and stylistic 

understanding into music performance and teaching
5. Ability to evaluate personal and student performance
6. Ability to confidently articulate ideas on music pedagogy and teaching
7. Researching and discovering information on such topics as sight reading, improvisation, 

accompanying, pedagogical use of recording, group lessons and ensemble leading
8. Establishing positive and supportive relationships with other music teachers
9. Compiling a resource notebook of personal notes and relevant materials and more
10. Preparing for a London College of Music Teaching Diploma examination
 
Prerequisites:
• LCM (or equivalent) Performance Grade 8
• LCM (or equivalent) Theory Grade 8
Note: A Prep Class is available for applicants requiring to meet practical / theory grade 8
• Desire, commitment and enthusiasm to learn and develop
 
To register and for more information please visit: lui.com.sg/TD
For a school group registration of more than ten teachers, training arrangements can be made in 
your country/institution at a discounted rate. Please contact info@lui.com.sg for more details.
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LCM Charity Concert
Dromore

For the 10th year, the London College of Music exam centre in Dromore has hosted a Charity 
Concert in the local High School. The event was organised by the representative for Dromore, 
Sonya Russell and LCM Examiner Maxwell Pettitt was a guest at the evening. More than 200 
family members, friends and local teachers gathered to enjoy over 40 performances from young 
people who had taken LCM exams in the previous year. Local a cappella group Voices opened the 
evening’s entertainment with a medley of songs from Beauty and the Beast. The group was formed 
by Claire Warburton in November 2015 and was created to add another dimension of music 
within their school, and to promote a different genre of singing. The members are all involved in 
various choirs and orchestras and have performed at numerous concerts and competitions. Many 
of the members participate in exams with the London College of Music and are members of the 
Ulster Youth Choir. There was a varied programme, including Speech and Drama sketches, and 
performances on Piano, Violin and Cello. There was also singing from the Music Theatre and Pop 
Vocals syllabus.

The evening concluded, as always, with the presentation of awards. Mr Pettitt spoke on behalf of 
the college, thanking all who had participated and saying how enjoyable the evening had been. He 
also gave advice to candidates on how to approach an exam environment. He went on to present 
awards to Imogen Hunter, Reuben Park, Charlotte Nelson, Suzanna Corbett and Danni Leigh 
McAlinden for achieving 100% in their written theory exams. The Shield of Excellence, sponsored 
by Music Galleria of Lisburn, is presented each year to those who receive the highest marks in the 
previous academic year. The award this year was presented to Kaitlyn Minnis who gained 98% in 
her Piano Pre Preparatory exam. The Sonya Russell Cup of Achievement, also presented annually, 
was awarded this year to Tilly Martin. Tilly who was nominated by her teacher, Lauren Liddle, had 
major surgery in 2016 which left a weakness in her left hand. Tilly was determined to resume piano 
lessons within a few months and in the winter of 2016 gained a Merit in her Grade 6 piano exam. 
Her teacher commended her for showing great determination and musicianship despite adversity.

Sonya said that the evening had truly been a great success, having been thoroughly enjoyed by 
everyone. She thanked all who had been involved and contributed in any way. As a result of the 
Concert, £600 was raised for Asia Link, an inter-denominational Christian mission agency based in 
the UK.

Sonya Russell
LCME Representative for Dromore

RECENT CONCERTS AND EVENTS
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LCME Graduation Ceremony
22 April 2017, Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre, Plenary Theatre

LCM Examinations celebrated the success of the nearly 400 diplomates who received diplomas 
in 2016, with 222 DipLCM, 100 ALCM, 29 LLCM and 19 FLCM from twelve countries: China, Hong 
Kong, India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Macau, Mauritius, Philippines, South Africa, Singapore, Sri 
Lanka and Vietnam. The graduation was attended by more than 100 diplomates with their family 
members, teachers and our exam centre representatives, it was made extra special by taking place 
during the 130th anniversary of the London College of Music. The ceremony will now be an annual 
event, great news for those who want to attend the ceremony after achieving an LCM diploma.
 
The grand celebration was also graced by the Vice-Chancellor of the University of West London, 
Professor Peter John, joined by Professor John Howard (Director of LCM Examinations), Peline Ong 
(Director for Asia, Middle East and Africa Office) and many examiners, namely Philip Aldred, (Chief 
Examiner in Music), Nigel Ramage (Chief Examiner in Drama and Communication), Merv Young 
(RGT Chief Examiner), Tonni Wei, Achini Abeygunawardene, Christopher Tutin, Peter Stone, Susan 
Hickey, Ruth Travers, Dr John Hooper, Wei Wong, Robert Langston, Yolande Gregor Smith and 
Honorary Fellow Dato’ Elaine Kang.
 
As Professor Peter John mentioned in his congratulatory message, “They are all the fruit of great 
effort and discipline on the part of all of you. Whether you are at the beginning of your career 
or already engaged in it, the London College of Music diplomas awarded by University of West 
London will enhance your profile and enable you to develop further.” 

Professor John Howard pointed out that, “It’s always a great pleasure to witness the receiving 
of University of West London diplomas in music and drama, and especially so in the 130th 
anniversary year of the founding of the London College of Music.
 
We would like to congratulate our diplomates for their outstanding achievements and wish them all 
the best for their continuing success.
 
More photos for the event are now available at www.lui.com.sg

Peline Ong
Director, LCM Examinations Office for Asia, Middle East and Africa
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LCME Representatives Appreciation Banquet
22 April 2017, Grand Millennium Hotel, Kuala Lumpur

A grand banquet was specially organised to celebrate London College of Music’s 130th Anniversary 
with our exam representatives who have been supporting us all these years. The day marked a 
significant milestone for all of us. Similar to previous years, we saw representatives intermingling 
with each other, building a network and sharing ideas within the LCME family.
 
We were honoured to have the Vice-Chancellor of the University of West London, Professor Peter 
John, join us at the banquet, alongside the Director of LCM Examinations, Professor John Howard, 
Peline Ong (Director for Asia, Middle East and Africa Office), Philip Aldred, (Chief Examiner in 
Music), Nigel Ramage (Chief Examiner in Drama and Communication), Merv Young (RGT Chief 
Examiner), Tonni Wei, Achini Abeygunawardene, Christopher Tutin, Peter Stone, Susan Hickey, Ruth 
Travers, Dr John Hooper, Wei Wong, Robert Langston and Yolande Gregor Smith.
 

Sara Raybould, Director of the London College of Music, appeared on video with a congratulatory 
speech as she was unable to join us for the occasion.
 
The highlight of the banquet was the presentation of memorabilia plaques for our representatives 
who came from many different countries to join us at this joyous event. Guests also witnessed the 
grand LCM 130 Anniversary rainbow butter cake that was especially made for the event, it was 
simply impressive. And of course we all sang the birthday song!
 
Thank you to everyone who has supported LCME over the past decades!

More photos of the event can be viewed at: lui.com.sg

Peline Ong
Director, LCM Examinations Office for Asia, Middle East and Africa
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Harp Ensemble Workshop
1 May 2017, Theatre Severn, Shrewsbury

LCM’s Shrewsbury Centre recently held another May Day Harp Ensemble Workshop led 
by Stephanie Roberts-Moseley (former LCM examiner, and daughter of the Shrewsbury 
Representative), with catering provided by the LCM Rep, Shirley Roberts. This year’s workshop 
was in preparation for a very exciting performance opportunity. Claire Jones, former Royal Harpist 
to HRH Prince Charles, and her percussionist/composer husband, Chris Marshall, had very kindly 
invited Stephanie’s student Harp Ensemble, Harpeggieren, to take part in their show Hands of Fire 
when it played at Theatre Severn in Shrewsbury on 7 May.

The harp students of all ages performed on a variety of lever and pedal harps, and were joined by a 
young lady with Down syndrome on percussion who had received music therapy with Stephanie, an 
HCPC Registered Music Therapist, at the Shrewsbury Music Therapy Unit, a charity organisation run 
by Stephanie and Shirley. At the end of the workshop day the ensemble presented a mini concert, 
to which parents, carers and clients with special needs who attend the unit were invited.

In keeping with the title and content of Claire and Chris’s show, Hands of Fire, the students 
performed one of their pieces from the workshop day, Chariots of Fire, arranged for harps by Mary 
Jane D’Arville, and for drum, triangle, windchimes and waterfall by Stephanie Roberts-Moseley. 
They received an incredibly warm reception from the audience, with Claire commenting that it was 
quite emotional and that she can’t wait until the next time!

It was a very special occasion for all involved and we are very grateful to Claire and Chris for 
providing such an amazing opportunity.

Stephanie Roberts-Moseley
LCM Representative for Shrewsbury
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Shillong Centre Annual Concert
The Annual Concert was organised by Aale-yah Music School and AKQ & Soundwave.com School of 
Sound. The students performed the musical Annie.

Riname Lyndem. LCME Representative, Shillong
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The Shillong Centre comprises 
around 200 students, who enroll 
for examinations every year 
at Aale-yah Music School at 
Shekinah Centre. 

We encourage students 
to develop their creative 
skills through individual 
practice, recitals, and concert 
performances.
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Piyanoya Annual Concert
The year end performance was held on 11th of February at Fulya Art Centre, Istanbul. The 
performance started with chorus, included a piano concert and ended with ballet.

Oya Tombuloğlu. LCME Representative, Istanbul
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Workington Centre Annual Concert
Sunday 12 March 2017, Workington Centre

Students from Allerdale and Copeland District performed to a very high standard at the Workington 
Centre’s annual LCM concert. Awards were presented by the Mayor of Allerdale and given to those 
who attained the highest scores in their exam. Students performed in piano, electronic keyboard, 
musical theatre, classical singing and guitar. A bouquet of flowers was presented to Lorna 
Quinn — a very respected piano teacher, who started the first LCM concert some 18 years ago.

 Chris Hunter. LCME Representative, Workington

First LCM Teaching Diploma exams in Jamaica

It was an honour and great pleasure to meet Seretse Small, world-famous guitarist and legend 
in Jamaica. I’m sure his enthusiasm for widening access to music in Jamaica, particularly for the 
young and people from disadvantaged backgrounds, will result in many teaching diplomas being 
taken, allowing more opportunities for young musicians in Jamaica to earn money from their art.

It was also a great pleasure to meet the Minister for Culture, university vice-chancellors, lecturers, 
teachers and students to discuss music teaching and enthuse about LCM Examinations. It was also 
very exciting giving live radio interviews! 

Philip Aldred. Chief Examiner in Music
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First LCM Exams in Portugal
15–16 June 2017, Madeira

“Music is Love”…

This is how LCM’s Chief Examiner in Music, Philip Aldred, greeted us on the 15th and 16th of June 
during the first LCM exams in Madeira Island, organised by the Atelier de Piano, an independent 
school.

We are very grateful for all the support and the opportunity to be able to certify our students 
through LCM. The quality of the programs, the kindness of the examiner and the effectiveness of 
the administrative services were fundamental factors for the success of this event.

There were 54 candidates for classical piano and jazz piano exams, including children and adults, 
ranging from Pre-Preparatory up to Grade 8. The enthusiasm of the students and parents is 
great, so we expect to improve the number of candidates and variety of instruments in the next 
examination sessions.

Jorge Reis
LCME Representative, Madeira Island
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 JAZZ
LCM Examinations introduces new 
Jazz Grades and Diploma syllabuses
INSTRUMENTS
• Piano
• Flute
• Clarinet
• Saxophone
• Trumpet
• Trombone

LEVELS
• Steps
• Grade 1–8
• Diplomas

EXAM OPTIONS
• Recital Grades
• Performance Awards
• Leisure Play

This new syllabus offers more flexibility with 
free choice and technical work options. We 
have also combined lists A and B into one 
repertoire list and added a Recital option for 
ALCM and LLCM Diplomas.  

Syllabuses are available on our website 
free of charge – download yours now and 
get ready for your LCM Exam.
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[A poem to be read aloud]

The Lights are on Everywhere

The Emperor must not be told night is coming.
His armies are chasing shadows,
Arresting whippoorwills and hermit thrushes
And setting towns and villages on fire.

In the capital, they go around confiscating
Clocks and watches, burning heretics,
And painting the sunrise over the rooftops
While people wish each other good morning.

The rooster brought in chains is crowing,
The flowers in the garden have been made to stay open,
And still dark stains appear on palace floors
Which no amount of scrubbing can wipe away. Charles Simic

• This poem is packed with terror. The atmosphere is claustrophobic as the dictator [the Emperor] 
tries to subjugate his people and curtail their freedom of thought.

• The Emperor says it is day all the time, so everyone goes to enormous lengths to sustain this lie.
• Let the words do their work — avoid embellishing the stanzas too much. There is macabre 

humour — the armies arresting whippoorwills [North American nightjars with a most distinctive 
call] AND setting whole towns on fire. Also people wishing each other good morning all the 
time.

• Do use the run-on lines — particularly in the final two lines where no amount of scrubbing can 
remove the lies, darkness and violence in this false, chaotic, totalitarian world.

• Charles Simic was born in Serbia in 1938 and had several years of his childhood under Nazi 
occupation, before emigrating to the USA in 1954. He has been the Poet Laureate for Congress 
since 2007.  

LCM’s Chief Examiner in Drama and Communication 
offers some advice on how to approach the performance 
of a poem and a short prose extract 

SOME HINTS ON 
SIGHT READING

Nigel Ramage

FEATURES
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[A prose reading extract]
 
The Mistletoe Bride

Bramshill house, Hampshire 
October 1935

   At length an old chest that had long lain hid
   Was found in the castle; they raised the lid,
   And a skeleton form lay mouldering there,
   In a bridal wreath of that lady fair.
  Refrain:  Oh the mistletoe bough, 
   Oh, the mistletoe bough.  Thomas Haynes Bayley

I heard someone coming.
Has someone caught the echo of my footsteps on these floorboards? It is possible. 

It has happened before. I pause and listen. But now I no longer hear anything. I sigh. As 
always, hope is snatched away before it can take root.

Even now, after so long, I cannot account for the fact that no one ever ventures into 
this part of the house. I do not understand how I am still waiting, waiting after all these 
years. Sometimes I see them moving around below. Sense their presence. Bramshill House 
has been home to many families in my time and, though the clothes and the styles and the 
customs are different, it seems to me that each generation is much the same. I remember 
them all, their faces alive with the legends of the house and the belief that it is haunted. 
Men and women and children, listening to the stories. The story of a game of hide-and-
seek.

I pray this will be the day. The end of my story. That, this time, someone at last will find 
me.

[from The Mistletoe Bride by Kate Mosse 2013]

• This extract looks fairly simple when you see it at first. Short sentences and a definite 
atmosphere of haunted mystery.

• However, the author has set the story in a real house and also gives the reader clues of what 
may happen with the verse of a folk song at the beginning.

• Is the character talking to herself? Most assuredly…
• When reading this aloud, work against the ghostly tone. Phrases such as ‘…the echo of my 

footsteps…’ ‘…hope is snatched away…’ ‘…waiting, waiting after all these years.’ ‘Sense 
their presence.’ should not be overstressed. Try to be conversational, rather than melodramatic

• Remember to pause, of course, but avoid chopping up the short sentences; they will sound 
staccato and machinegun-like. Aim for fluent ease as the speaker has been through this many 
times before — her hopes being dashed — so there should be resignation or an accepting tone 
in the character’s voice as well as some touch of excitement — maybe, this time, everything will 
be different?
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Grade 8 need not represent the pinnacle of learning, and for the student who craves further study 
of more complex repertoire a performance diploma is the next logical step. Students have the 
opportunity to study independently outside of a university or conservatoire, and without any 
restrictions on the length of study. Performance diplomas provide a useful framework for the 
honing and maturing of performing skills and musicality, and offer insights into the following 
aspects of studying and playing music:

• A deeper understanding of musical structure, ‘architecture’, harmony and narrative
• The composer’s creative vision and individual soundworld, and how to interpret it
• A personal and authoritative interpretative standpoint based on solid background research
• An understanding of the historical and social context in which the music was written
• Vastly improved technical facility and general musicianship
• An understanding of performance practice
• Learning how to be a performer: to project and communicate the composer’s intentions to a 

high level, and to perform with original creative flair
• Drawing on one’s own personal experiences (not necessarily musical ones) in individual 

performances
• Developing a mature musical and artistic personality

Anyone who thinks a diploma is a simple step up from Grade 8, think again. A diploma, even at the 
lowest level, is significantly more involved than Grade 8 — requiring a high degree of attainment, 
combined with a professional attitude to preparation, communication, musicality, presentation and 
stagecraft. The rigour of the exam is reflected in the expected learning outcomes and assessment 
objectives. The diploma itself is a professional qualification, recognised by other musicians and 
music professionals around the world.

As LCM launches a new Concert Diploma and accompanying 
handbook, Frances Wilson outlines how a performance diploma 
can be an extremely rewarding and enjoyable experience.

WHY TAKE A 
PERFORMANCE 
DIPLOMA?

Frances Wilson
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A performance diploma is just that — a performance — and one should treat it as a concert 
rather than an exam, thinking creatively about repertoire and programme planning. You may 
wish to build a programme entirely chronologically (from Bach to Barber, for example), or create 
contrasts between pieces in terms of mood, pacing and structure, or build a programme which 
uncovers unexpected connections between composers, or shines new light on familiar repertoire by 
juxtaposing well known works with more unusual pieces. A large sonata, for example, may be book-
ended by shorter works which highlight unexpected features of the main work, and vice versa.

When selecting a diploma programme, don’t necessarily select works which you feel will impress 
the examiner, and bear in mind that certain works — the most well known of Chopin’s Etudes 
or Rachmaninoff’s Preludes, for example — are heard many times in exams and performances. 
Offer the audience something which reflects your own musical tastes and personality, and choose 
repertoire which you enjoy playing: it sounds simplistic, but you will really display your talents 
convincingly in music in which you feel at home, rather than in pieces selected to impress an 
examiner. 

London College of Music’s new Concert Diploma is a purely performance-based diploma. 
Candidates compile, prepare and perform a 35 to 40 minute programme of music selected from 
the DipLCM repertoire list, accompanied by written programme notes. This gives candidates the 
chance to focus entirely on the music and to be really imaginative in creating a programme. LCM 
has even brought out a new book, In Concert, containing nine pieces from the DipLCM repertoire 
list, to offer a flavour of the wide range of music on offer. The pieces span nearly three hundred 
years and are accompanied by useful introductory notes, which set the works in context and offer 
guidance on technical and artistic issues, written by Joanna Macgregor, Head of Piano at the Royal 
Academy of Music and a concert pianist acclaimed for her highly original programming.

So, if you are looking for a further musical challenge post Grade 8 and the satisfaction of achieving 
a personal goal, why not consider taking a performance diploma?

Frances Wilson is a pianist, piano teacher, concert reviewer and blogger on music and pianism as 
The Cross-Eyed Pianist. She returned to the piano seriously after a break of nearly 20 years and 
achieved Licentiate and Associate level performance diplomas (both with distinction) in her mid 
40s. A keen advocate of amateur pianism, she is co-founder of the London Piano Meetup Group and 
runs workshops and seminars for adult pianists focusing on aspects of communication, stagecraft, 
presentation skills and managing performance anxiety. She also offers specialist one-to-one 
support for people preparing for performance diplomas, including advice on programme planning 
and writing programme notes. Frances currently studies with acclaimed pianist, teacher and writer 
Graham Fitch.

www.crosseyedpianist.com
www.franceswilson.co.uk
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Go Create Academy (GCA) have partnered with LCM to offer 100% online e-learning courses 
and examinations. Students learn creative skills in an easy to use virtual school from some of the 
world’s top experts. Each course is filled with videos, quizzes, screencasts and audiovisual examples; 
supported by live webinars covering the course content, discussing contemporary developments 
and Q&A sessions.

GoCreate are innovating new and unique qualifications in the area of Media and Creative Arts. 
Courses currently available are in Creative Radio Advertising and Creative Storytelling (radio 
documentary making and podcasting) with several new courses about to launch in Copywriting, 
Radio Presenting, TV Presenting, Vlogging for Business, The Creative-Led Sell and Radio-for-Change. 
Links to existing courses/examinations can be found at the end of this article.

In addition to learning completely online, students can also attend seminars and workshops held 
around the world. Students also have the option to book one-to-one lessons or join group tutorials 
online.

GCA have created courses for/with industry bodies like broadcasting networks (RTE, RUV, Bauer 
Media Group etc), and various training bodies like Learning Waves and Skillnet: Here’s an example 
of one of their recent course/exam launches:

radiotoday.ie/2017/05/dublin-creative-radio-advertising-course-starts

Graduates and students have come from creative agencies (Saatchi & Saatchi, Iris-Worldwide), 
the Central Office of Information and broadcasters (BBC, RTE, RUV, Bauer, mra and nearly all of 
the commercial radio stations in Ireland). Together with people looking to upskill, gain a formal 
qualification in the area they work in, change jobs, develop a new skill or to help assist them 
breaking into the media industry. With the opportunity to learn from award-winning industry 
professionals and gain accredited qualifications GoCreateAcademy are welcoming students from 
16 years old to 70!

Peter Stone informs us about some exciting new courses 
in the areas of Media and Creative Arts, developed by 
Go Create Academy in partnership with LCM.

A CREATIVE 
PARTNERSHIP

Peter Stone
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The co-founders are Susan Hickey and Peter Stone. Peter was a former LCM examiner and has 
written various examination syllabuses for the London College of Music and courses at the 
University of West London. He has an extensive CV as a musician and composer (working with 
artists such as Kenny Rogers, Madonna and Simply Red) and was also Creative Head of Production 
for Capital Radio Group. Susan co-ran a creative agency, has presented and produced on television, 
radio and online for Channel 4, RTE, E!Television, Capital Radio, Riviera Radio and Mobuzz. 

GoCreateAcademy would be delighted to hear from anybody who would like more information 
about our courses/qualifications, workshops or seminars. We also run an affiliate member 
scheme for anybody wishing to become a GCA representative, examiner or tutor — just email 
hello@gocreateacademy.com for details.

www.gocreateacademy.com
courses.gocreateacademy.com/courses/cradiplcm
courses.gocreateacademy.com/courses/csdiplcm
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New centres (UK)

Colchester
Laura Wyatt
41a Rayner Road
Colchester
Essex
CO2 9AE
Tel: (+44) 7944485103

New centres (International)

Randburg
Amarillie Ackermann
43 Locksley Road, Robindale, Randburg
Johannesburg
South Africa
Tel: (+27) 011 782 8240
Mobile : (+27) 083 442 2172
 
Singapore Raffles Music Conservatory
Wong Yoon Foong
6A Woodlands Centre Road
#02-280
Singapore 731006

Sri Lanka 1 (replacement)
Teruni Gunaratne
20/1A, Moragasmulla Road, Rajagiriya
Sri Lanka

Melaka
Linda Koh
The Music Makers
10 Jalan Vista Kirana 5
Taman Vista Kirana,
75450 Ayer Keroh,
Melaka

NEW LCM CENTRES AND REPRESENTATIVES



LCM Examinations
University of West London
St Mary’s Road
London W5 5RF
+44 (0)20 8231 2364
lcm.exams@uwl.ac.uk

LCM Exams Office for Asia, 
Middle East & Africa
Lui Events Pte Ltd
57 Mohd Sultan Road
#03–05 Sultan-Link
The Tokyo Suite
Singapore 238997
+65 6622-5868
lcme.asia@uwl.ac.uk
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Selected works from the Diploma of the 
London College of Music Piano Syllabus

Available from the LCM online 
shop and from Music Exchange: 
music-exchange.co.uk

LCM Examinations
lcme.uwl.ac.uk

“Put simply, ’In Concert’ is an 
extraordinary achievement … 

It is certainly some of the very best 
scholarly music editing I have yet 
seen in any exam board publication”

PIANODAO.COM

In Concert
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exams to professional diplomas in performing, teaching, composition and research.
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